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ABSTRACT 

Finding that the Regge exchange of p and A2 fails to describe our 

K+ n charge -exchange data at 2.3 Ge V / c (the highest energy available to 

date) when a simultaneous fit is attempted with higher energy data on K p 

- ° and Tr p charge exchange and Tr p ..... " n, we introduce a second, lower 

lying p type trajectory (p'). This also provides a possible mechanism 

for the puzzling Tr - P charge -exchange polarization. We find that we are 

then able simultaneously to fit all these data (including the polarization), 

together with- related total cross -section differences up to 20 GeV / c, with 

a p' whose spin 1 mass is 1.0 GeV [perhaps the 8(965}?] and whose 

t = 0 intercept, 1.1 units of angular momentum below the p, agrees 

roughly with the p' proposed by Hogaasen and Fischer to describe fo1'-

ward pp and np charge exchange, where the p, A2 model also fails. 

Our p and A2 trajectories turn out essentially traditional. In the fit 

we permit only small SU3 breaking between the KK and TrlT (or ,,°Tr) 

couplings to the trajectories. We further constrain the fit to obey the 
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sum rule of Igi and Matsuda. In fitting our Kt data at 2.3 GeV Ic, we 

include a deuteron correct~on, and employ exact Legendre functions rather 

than the high-energy asymptotic Regge forms. We offer predictions for 

t ~ 
higher ene rgy K charge exchange. 
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INTRODUC TION 

Considerable success has previously been achieved in fitting the 

high-energy differential cross sections for the reactions: 

- -0 K p-K n 

- 0 
1T p-r) n 

( 1) 

(2 ) 

(3 ) 

in the peripheral region [-t :S 1 (Ge V I c)2 J. by the t-channel Regge exchange 

of the p(C-) and AZ(C+) trajectories. 1, Z Together with 

+ 0 K n-+K p, (4 ) 

these constitute all the isotopically independent reactions 

PS8+N-+PS8+N (PS8 = Pseudoscalar Octet, N = Nucleon) (5 ) 

which require 1= 1 exchange in the t channel. For t-channel exchange, 

+ reaction (4) differs frolYl (Z) only by a relative sign change in the C and 

C exchange amplitUdes. Thus, if the (p,A
Z

) lYlodel is adequate, the 

previous fits 'ought to deterlYline high-energy K+ n peripheral charge 

exchange. 

+ ' 
We therefore cOlYlpared K n charge-exchange data at Z.3 GeV Ic 

(the highest energy available to date) of one of the authors (BMS)3 to the 

previous fits of the other (WR) i,and attempted a simultaneous fit of data 

on all four reactions to the assulYlption of only p and A2 Regge exchange 

in the peripheral region. The attelYlpt was in part lYlotivated by the cor-

- + rect prediction of this model that, in constrast to K p, the K n charge 

exchange ought to show IRe f(t = O)/Im f(t = 0) 1»1. Despite correction 
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for the deuteron effect in (4), and use of exact Legendre function forms 

. + because of the relatively low energy of ourK data, we found that the 

model always gave a cross section only about half as large as that ;ob

+ served for K n charge exchange. A kinder fate would have been expected 

considering the relative absence of resonant activity in the K+ nucleon 

system above about 1.3 GeV / c. 

The model has other difficulties. It predicts, contrary to fact, 

zero polarization for TT - P charge exchang~. Further, Hogaasen and 

Fischer find that it fails to describe the energy dependence of forward 

4 
pn and pp charge exchange. There seems to be a simultaneous plausi-

ble remedy for all three difficulties, namely, the exchange of a second, 

lower lying, p' trajectory having the same quantum numbers as the p. 

Lying well below the p trajectory, its relative contribution to the dif-

ferential cross sections would decrease rapidly with increasing energy, 

thus explaining the earlier fits which ignored it. 

Adding this p' trajectory to the C exchange amplitude, which 

we then subject to the constraint of a recent superconvergent sum rule of 

5 
Igi and Matsuda, we have achieved a good simultaneous fit to extensive 

data on processes (1) through (4), together with related total cross-sec-

tion differences and TT -p charge -exchange polarization. This fit involves 

only small SU3 symmetry breaking, the p' being assumed to belong to 

an octet. The resulting p' trajectory is consistent with the intercept 

found by Hogaasen and with the &(965 MeV) meson at Q= 1. 
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FORMALISM 

All the processes (5) (see Fig. 1) require that the t-channel ex-

. . . . J I 
changed object satlsfy C = P = (-1) = G( ... 1). Anticipating Reggeiza tion 

and SU 3' we separate the 1=1 exchange into two parts: 

+ + - - - + C (P ,G J even) and C (P , G , J odd). 

Clearly, for reaction (1) only the C exchange is possible, while for 

(3) we have only C+. The K±N charge exchanges admit both. Therefore. 

we define the t-channel helicity nonflip amplitudes 

- -0 A+ + A A(K p-K n) = K K 

A(T>r - 0 
n) = A P-1T 1T 

A(1T - 0 A+ p"'" 1/ n) = 1T ' 

giving 

+ 0 A+ A . A(K n-K p) = 
K K 

(6) 

(7 ) 

(8) 

(9) 

with similar formulae for the helicity flip amplitude B. The superscript 

.J 
sign refers to both ~:harge conjugation and J parity (or signature) (-1) = C. 

Now let each amplitude be a sum over contributing Regge trajec-

tories, e. g. , 

A = L: A~ etc. 
1T i 1T 1 

(10) 

Then we have from the factorization theorem: 

A./ A. = B./ B. =F.(t) 1TIKl1TIKl 1 
(11 ) 

If SU
3 

is unbroken, and all contributing trajectories are octet members, 

we have 
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{ F~ 
. 1/2 

= (2/3) for C. = +1, 
F :(t) ;;; 

. 1 (12) 
1 -,.,fi for C. = -1 F = 

1 

independent of t. 

The experimentally observed quantities are given in terms of the 

helicity amplitudes by: 

dO" 
crt 

= 1 12 F. (1- _t _) 10\ 12 _ t 
~ (4P) l 4M2 ~ 4M2 

± ± 
O"T(K p) - O"T(K n) 

s· + p 

r 

2 
(13) 

( 14) 

(15 ) 

where M is the nucleon mass, sand t are the invariant squares of 

energy and momentum transfer, p is the incoming lab momentum, and 

P is the ~-p charge-exchange polarization. A and B are vectors in 

the complex plane. 

There is only one reasonably well established trajectory for each 

of C+ and C-, namely the A2 and p. As discussed above, however, 

they do not seem to suffice for all the processes under consideratlOn. 

Including now the speculative pI, we parallletrize the various high -energy 

asymptotic Reggehelicity alllplitudes as follows: 

A 
K' 

= A + A 1 and A + = A == A 
~ . P K P I<' K A2 K R 

(10 1
) 

with sirnilar relations for the ",B, A, and B alllplitudes. 
,,"IT "IT 

.< 
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A~ = - C . (t) (0'. + 1) 
(e -ilrO'i ± 1) (~ )O'i 

I 

K. 1 1 1 sln rrO'. EO 1 

B± = -D(t)O'.(O'.+ 1) 
(e - i rr O'i ± 1) (~)O'i -1, I 

K 1 1 1 sln lrO'. 
1 0 

where E/E
O 

is the lab energy of the incoming meson in GeV. 

We take' 

C.(t) = 
p 

o 1 C ,exp(C ,t) 
p P 

o 1 
O'R C

R 
exp(CR t) 

, 1 
D (t) = DO exp(D t) 

p p p 

o 1 D ,(t) = D ,exp(D It) 
p P P 

o. 1 
DR(t) = O'RDRexp(DRt) 

O'?(t) = O'? + a't 
1 l' 1 

o i F. (t) = F. exp(F. t). 
1 1 1 

( 17) 

(17' ) 

( 18) 

(11' ) 

The distribution of the factors of a in Eqs. (17) implies a specific 

mechanism for the required vanishing of flip residue functions and the' 

"ghost killing" for even-signature amplitudes at a= O. We assume that 

the "nonsense" vertices (see Fig. 2) each provide a factor '-f;; for all 

exchanged trajectories, and that in the case of even-trajectory exchange, 

every vertex provides an additional factor >J;-. This is the so-called 

Chew ghost-killing mechanism, with all trajectories "choosing sense. " 

Alternate mechanisms have been suggested, but there is some evidence 

in fa vor of our choice. 6 

For C (t), we chose originally the form CO ([G + 1] exp(C it) -G} to 
p 

provide a possible mechanism for the crossover of the rr +p and rr - p elas-

tic differential ero.ss sections via a sign change in Cp(t). The fitting pro

gram always chose the case G»1»C1. Hence the form in (17'). 
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Table I shows the data tO,be fitted. Of the 24 parameters in 

Eqs. (17') to (11') varied to fit these data, one degree of fitting freedom 

is lost via the constraint of the Igi sum rule discussed below, which re-

° ° CO CO FO' d FO .. ' t' f . lates at , at " , " ,an , ln an equa lon 0 constralnt. 
p p p p p p 

We 

° 1 have alsp constrained the six SU3 breaking parameters F. and F. to 
1 1 

give symmetry breaking of less than 25%. Thus we are left effectively 

wi th 17 free parameters and 6 restricted paramete rs. 

SPECIAL TREATMENT OF LOW -ENERGY K+N DATA 

The K\' charge-exchange data at 2.3 GeV /c require special treat-

ment, (a) because of the relatively low energy for the applicability of the 

high-energy asymptotic forms (17), and (b) because the target neutron is 

bound in a deuteron. 

A. Explicit Legendre Function Formulation 

The high-energy Regge behavior (-Eat) of the amplitudes comes 

from the asymptotic behavior of the Legendre functions: 

0,>-1/2, Pat(w) '\ 

( w-+oo 

at < +1/2, Mat(w) = -ta:TTat Q_at_1(W)j 

(2w) 

rJ;"" 

at 1 
r(at+2~ 
I'(at + 1 (19 ) 

whe re ,P and Q are the Legendre functions of the first and second kind. 

Following a suggestion of Read et al. 7 based on Mandelstam' s extensionS 

of the Regge formalism to at < -1/2, we will use P for at ~ 0 and M 
at at 

for at < 0, denoting this generically by L . 
. at 
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Retreating from asymptotically high energies,we may write the 

nonflip amplitudes more generally as 

(20) 

where q, q', and w = -cos 8
t 

are the (nonphysical) momenta and scatter

ing angle cosine in the t channel. These are given by 

giving 

2 2 2 2 
t = 4(q + M ) = 4(q' + m ) 

_s=q2+ q ,2 -2qq'cos8
t 

2 2 
_2(s-M -m)+t 

w - (4MZ _t)1/2(4m Z -t) 1/Z 

2 2 1/2 . ( '/ ) a-m = (E - p) lS the meson mass. -qq. MEO = 

(21 ) 

(22 ) 

{[(4M2 _t)(4m2 -t)] 1/2/4MEO }0:' is factored out of the residue function a(t) 

to cancel the anomalous t-channel thre shold singularitie s in w. From 

(19) we have then 

1 ' 
1'(0:'+2+ 
r(a-+1 

(e -iTrO:'±1) 

sin TTa-
(23 ) 

Comparing (23) with (17) we'have finally in terms of the fitted parameters, 

- , -i TrO:'· -qq 0:'. e l±i 
( ME) 1 L 0:'. (w) ( sin TTa-: ). 

o 1 1 
(20' ) 

Similarly we write the general form for the helicity flip amplitudes 

± '1 d (e -iTrO:'±1) 
B. = -b(t) (-=qq )0:'- (O:'+i) -:;- L (w) 

1 MEo uw 0:' sin TrO:' 
(24) 
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Invoking the general property'd/dwL (w) = QI(wL -L 1)/(w
2

-1), we get 
QI QI QI-

B~ 
1 

2E QI 1 2 ( + 1 ) --.~) -b (t) (_) QI QI Z 
W~bO EO "./TT 

I'(QI+ 1) (e -iTTC<'i±1) 
r(QI+ 1) sin TTC<' 

(25) 

which by comparison with (17) gives 

The factor [r(C<'+ 1)] -1 in (19) serves to cancel the unwanted poles in the 

signature factors for negative QI. In our formalism we have effectively 

replaced. it bY(QI+ 1). 
+ -So long as we have QI > -2 and QI > -3 (which turns 

out to be the case), the empirical factors C(t) and D(t) can make up the 

difference. 

We replace Eqs. (17) by (20') and (24') when fitting the K+ charge-

exchange and total cros s - section difference data at 2.3 Ge V / c. To all the 

'rest of our data, which are above 5 GeV Ic, we apply the asymptotic forms. 

B. Deuteron Correction 

+ ° We must now expre ss the observed K d ->- K p(p) distribution 

(da /dt)d in terms of the free neutron K+ n charge-exchange cross. section 

(da /dt)n' and thus in terms of the Regge amplitudes. The data (da /dt)d 

had been determined by attributing to each KO the lab momentum p' 

it would have if its observed direction p' had resulted from a collision 

. 3 
with a stationary free neutron. . Then the impulse and closure approxima-

t " " 9 Ion gIves : 
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[1 - H + R ( 1- H/3 ) ] 
(1 + R) 

(da / dt) spin flip 
n 

(da /dt)nonspin fhp 
n 

lj; d(~) being the Hulthe'n deuteron wave function. 

(26 ) 

(27) 

For t = 0 we have H == 1 and R = 0, causing (da /dt)d to vanish in the 

forward direction whether or not the two-body cross section vanishes. 

With increasing -t, H approaches zero, falling to about 0.1 at t = -0.13 

GeV/c, causing (da Idt)d to approach (da /dt)n. 

It remains to make the connection between R and the t-channel 

helicityamplitudes A, B. R = f~/f~ . where f1 and f2 are, in conven

tional notation, given by f(8) = £1 + f2 a . n. Now the s -channel helicity 
,., ... 

amplitudes g1 and g2 are givenbyf=g1+g2a.kfa.ki. Comparing the 

two representations and using well known properties of the Pauli matrices 

a, we get 

R= 
g2 sin 8 

g1+ g2 cos Ef 

,2 

(28 ) 

where e is the c. m. scattering angle. Finally, having followed the 

formalism of Singh 10 for the t-channel helicity amplitudes, we have 
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A=A' + E+(t/4M) 

1-(ti4M
2

) 

k being the c. m. momentum. 

(29) 

B , 

In summary then, the K+ n charge-exchange data (dO' /dt)d are 

fitted to Eq. (26) in which the factor (dO'/dt)n is given by the Regge two

body formula (13). Note that the free neutron cros s . section, especially 

near the forward direction, cannot be extracted from the deuterium data 

without the aid of a model which gi ves R(t). 

A SUPERCONVERGENT SUM RULE 

To test the validity of additional Regge poles (and cuts) with the 

quantum numbers of the p, proposed to explain the Tr - P charge -exchange 

5 
polarization, Igi and Matsuda have obtained a superconvergent sum rule. 

From a dispe:rsion relation for that part of the t = 0 amplitude which van

ishes at infinity faster than E -1 (i, e., a < -1) ,they get the sum rule 

1 
z:rr 

where·2)I3L is the sum, over contributing singularities with aO >-1 (in 

our case p and p'), of the imaginary parts of the forward Regge Tr- p 

(30) 

charge-exchange scattering amplitudes. f2 = 0.081 is the TrN coupling 

constant squared. 
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L (E) ~ 1m A. (t=O)asyrriptotic 
13· ° M E-oo 1T 1 1 a. 

1 

giving 

. . F(a?+.1) ° ° ° (0 1) 1 ~ (my) ai 13. :::: F. C. a. + ---
1 1 1 1 r (a? +i ) 

. 1 

(30' ) 

The integrand of (30) vanishes at energies sufficiently high that all con

tributions other than p and p' become negligible [d. optical theorem, 

Eq. (15)J. We take the integral up to 39m (;:;::5.5 GeV/c), using Igi's nu-

merical determination of J p.0..a
T

dE. Then Eqs. (30) relate Co, Co,., a O
, 

p p p 

aO I, FO, and F O
, in an equation of const raint, which we impose upon the 

p p p . 

fitting. 

RESULTS 

The fitted parameters resulting from a least-squares fit to the data 

are given in Table II. In Figs. 3 through 9 the resulting theoretical 

curve s are shown, superimposed upon the data. For 194 data points we 

have a X 2 of 191. The p and A2 trajectories turn out essentially 

traditional, i. e., not unlike the results of the usual fits to the high-energy 

cross sections without a p'. The 
, 

p intercept, -0.48, is reasonably 

consistent with Hogaasen' s determination, -0.6, from the pp and pn 

4 
data. The 

, 
p slope, 1.44/(GeV)2, gives a mass, at a= 1, of 1.01 GeV, 

suggesting the 6(965), about which little is known except that it is an 

isovector. Relative to the p, the 
, 

p contribution near the forward di-

rection is given roughly by 
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ImA ,lImA z e3.7t/E~O' 
. p. p 

1mB ,lImB z 3e 0.3t/E~O' 
p P 

ReA z ImA ; ReA, Z -ImA , 
p p p p 

where E is in GeV, and ~O'==O' -0' ,. 
P P 

For the high-energy cross-section data we see that the pi plays 

only a small role. In Fig. 3 we have the usual dip in the 1T-P charge-

exchange cross section at t Z -0.6, independent of energy, due to 
/ 

0' = O. Our "ghost killing' and sense choosing" mechanism predicts an 
p 

analogous dip in rr-p-ryOn for O'R(t z -0.9) = O. Figure 5 shows that our 

data do not extend to sufficiently large momentUlTI transfer to serve as 

evidence in this matter. The "nonsense choosing" mechanism of Gell

Mann would not require such a dip for even-signature trajectories. 6 

Note that our rj production data measure only etas decaying to two pho-

o tons. Therefore, to arri ve at the S U 3 breaking parameter F R' one 

needs to know the branching ratio for ry - 2y. Using 11 B(ry ... 2y) = 0.303 

we find F~ differing from the unbroken F+ for the A2 by only 1 %. 

For p and p' we have ten and twenty percent SU3 breaking in F~. In 

each case the symmetry breaking is slightly greater for t 10 due to the 

nonvanishing 
1 

F .. 
1 

The zero of C (t) occurs at t = -0.34, roughly the first 
p 

inflection point in the' rr - p charge -excha~ge cros s sections. 

In the K+N sy-ste'm at 2.3 GeV/c (Figs~ 6 and 7), we see the p' 

assertint~ itself. In the forward direction A and AR are, roughly 
K' p K 

speaking, equal,and lie at 11/4 and 3rr/4 in the complex plane. Thus 

, + . 
their imaginary parts subtract and real parts add for K charge exchange 

(vice versa for K-). The 
, 

p does not significantly alter the traditional 
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re sult that the forward K+ (K -) amplitude is predominantly real (imagi

nary). We ·findRe/Im fO(K+) = +7.7. But when we include the .6. a T(K+ N) 

datum at 2.3 Ge V I c and apply the optical theorem (Eq. 14). we see the 

pI at work. At high energies the cancellation of Im(KAR -KAp)t=O re

sults in .6.aT (K+N) ~ 0, as seen in Fig. 7. This trend would continue down 

to 2.3 but for the pI term, --1/E, which emerges at lower energies and 

causes .6.a
T 

to increase negatively. This is required' by the datum at 2.3. 

The error bar here is given by the amplitude of the small wiggles (pre-

. 12 
sumably not at-channel Regge effect) in the .6.aT (K+N) data in this regIOn. 

The quoted experimental error is considerably small~r. 

To see the contribution of the flip amplitudes to da/dt (Eq. 13). 

we write for small t. 

D.O 

1 

c? 
1 

° 
Q

i [D 1 C· 1 (I I 0) ] - exp . - . + QQ. t. 
2 1 1 1 

For each trajectory, the t-channel helicity flip contribution becomes com

parable to the nonflip at -t <: 0.1 (Ge V)2. This rapid rise from zero in the 

forward direction is responsible for the initial rise in each of the dif-

ferent cross sections. + In the case of K n charge exchange at 2.3 (GeVjc). 

pI adds significantry and positively to the flip amplitude. producing a con-

siderable initial rise and increasing the cross section in the peak region 

by about a factor of two. Without the pl. the theoretical ,curve in this 

region had stubbornly remained a factor of two below the data. 

Figure 6 also shows the improvement in the fit at larger angles 

(smaller -cos 8 t ) due to the use of the exact Legendre functions rather 
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than the high-energy asymptotic expressions at this energy. Near the 

forward direction,where the deuteron effect is significant, the free 

neutron cross section is also shown. Without knowing R from the fitted 

Regge parameters,one could not say to what extent the forward dip in 

the data reflects the two-body eros s section rather than the forwarq. 

vanishing required by the deuteron effect. 

For the 1I'-p charge-exchange polarization (Fig. 8), the 
, 

p is of 

course, in our model, the sine qua~. For -t < 0.34, where our C (t) 
P 

goes through zero, we have 

A-X B- = sin ~ (a - a ,)(1 A II B ,I-I A ,II B I). 
11'- 11'- L. P P 11' P 11' P 11' P 11' P 

The data require, and we find, A B ,>A ,B, giving positive polariza-
p p p p 

tion. The approximate orthogonality of the p and p' amplitudes for 

small t gives roughly maximal polarization, given the magnitudes and 

signs of the amplitudes. 1£ the polarization is in fact due to a p' tra-

jectory lying about one unit of angular momentum below the p, we have 

perforce a -tiE falloff in the polarization. The data, being quite un-

certain, are. consistent with this, but are also consistent with an energy-

independent polarization. Better polarization data would constitute a 

severe test of our model. The unsightly high shoulder in the theoretical 

curves at the smallest t data emerged upon imposition of the sum rule 

constraint. Previously the two data around -t = 0.03 had been better fit. 

The good fit for .6.<JT (7Tp), shown in Fig. 4, guarantees the convergence 

of the sum rule integral (Eq. 30) above 5 GeV Ie. The p' term turns 

out to make 1/15th the contribution of the p term to this integral. 
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+ Finally, in Fig. 10 are shown some higher energy K n charge -ex-

change cross-section predictions from our fitted parameters. As the 
, 

p 

contribution wanes with increasing energy, the forward turnover dimin-

ishes, but, .as in the case of K p charge exchange (Fig. 9), some turn-

over persists at high energies. For comparison with experiment, the 

deuteron effect, which causes the observed cross section to vanish at 

t = 0, is also shown. Except for the 9.5 GeV /c prediction, where the dif-

ference has become negligible, exact Legendre functions were used here 

in place of the asymptotic forms. 

POSTSCRIPT 

+ Our Regge fit gives for the real part of the forward K n charge-

exchange scattering amplitude at 2.3 GeV/c 

kRe f(t = 0) = -0.69 

Note that, unlike the imaginary part, this is not a directly observable 

quantity in deuterium. In a Phys. Rev. Letter just published [~, 801 

(1967)], A. A. Carter, using forward K+N dispersion relations, calculates 

for this quantity the value -0.70±0.01. 
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Reaction 

+ 0 K n-K p 

- -0 K p-+K n 

- 0 rr p-+lT n 

Table 1. Data. 

Lab momenta (GeV Ic) and references 

Differential cross section 

2.3
a 

(5, 7, 9.5)b 

(5.9, 9.8, 13.3, 18.2)c 

- 0 
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Trajectories 

° , 
Q' Q' 

p(-) 0.58 0.92 

p' (-') -0.48 1.44 

A
2

(+) 0.37 0.41 

Table II. Fitted parameters. 

KN residue parameters 

CO DO C
1 D1 

(mbXGe V) (rnb) (GeV(2 (GeV)-2 

1.30 22.7 2.92 0.26 

5.02 -264 4.4 2.95 

5.50 -116 0.42 0.66 

TTN/KN SU3 breaking 

FO/F± 'F1 

(Ge V)-2 

1.10 -0.006 

0.80 +0.20 

1.01 -0.07 

I ..... 
(Xl 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Reactions (1) through (4), for which we investigate peripheral 

scattering data, constitute a complete, isotopically independent, set 

of· the reactions (pseudoscalar octet + nucleon'" pseudos.calar octet 

+ nucleon) which require isovector exchange in the t (peripheral) 

channel. 

Fig. 2. () . fh h d" "l"f If one thinks of Q't as the spln 0 t e exc ange partlc e or 

a given t, then the t-channel helicity flip vertex above violates 

angular momentuln conservation when Q' = O. We as sume that each 

such "nonsense" vertex contributes a factor ~ to the t-channel 

helicity flip amplitude. 

Fig. 3. 11' - p charge-exchange differential cros s sections, incoming lab 

momenta from 5.9 to 18.2 GeV Ic. Data from Saclay-Orsay Col-

laboration, Stirling et al. (Table I, ref. c). Solid curves are our 

Regge fits, Table II parameters. 

Fig. 4. 11'P total cross-section difference from 5 to 20 GeV Ic. Data 

from Galbraith et al., Brookhaven (Table I, Refs. h and i). Solid 

curve is our Regge fit, Table II parameters. 

Fig. 5. 11' - p -+no n differential cross sections reduced by branching 

ratio B(no -+2,,), which is the only mode observed in these dat'a, 

Stirling et al., Saclay-Orsay Collaboration (Table I, Ref. d). Solid 

curves are our Regge fits, Table II parameters. To make contact 

with the KN normalization parameters via S U
3

, we use for the 

branching ratio 0.303 (Table I, Refs. e and f). 

Fig. 6. K+n charge exchange at 2.3 GeV/c, the highest energy data 

available to date (Butterworth, Goldhaber, Schwarz schild, et al. , 
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Fig. 6 (Cont. ) 

Berkeley, Table I, Ref. a). In the forward region we show the 

Regge fit, with deuteron correction, to the deuterium data, as well 

as the free neutron cross section deduced from the fitted param-

eters, Table II. At larger angles one sees the correction due to 

the use of exact Legendre functions, as well as the fit using the 

high -energy asymptotic forms. 

Fig. 7. K+N and K-N total cross-section-differences, 6 to 20 GeV/c. 

- - - + + a T(K p) -a T(K n) > 0, and a T(K p) -a TK n) < O. Data of Galbraith 

et al., Brookhaven (Table I, Ref. h). We include also the K+ 

datum at 2.3, for which we indicate here (and use in fitting) an un

certainty given by the amplitude of the small wiggles of 6.a T(K+) in 

this region, the quoteci experimental error being considerably smaller 

(Kycia, Brookhaven, Table X, Ref. g). The solid curves are our 

Regge fits, Table II parameters. 

Fig. 8. 7T -p charge -exchange polarization,S. 9 Ge V I c (solid error bars 

and fitted curve) and 11.2 GeV/c (dashed bars and curve). Data of 

BonarrlY - et al., Saclay-Orsay-Pisa Collaboration (Table I, Ref. j). 

Fig. 9. K-p charge-exchange differential cross sections, incoming lab 

momenta 5 to 9.5 Ge V I c. Data of Astbury et al., CERN -ETH Zurich 

(Table I, Ref. b). Solid curves are our Regge fits, Table II parameters. 

Fig. 10. + Predictions of higher energy K n charge exchange, from the 

fitted parameters, Table II. Up to 5 GeV Ic we use here the exact 

Legendre functions. The dashed curve s near t = 0 show the pre

dicted K+ d ..... KOp(p), i. e., the deuteron correction. 
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